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Abstract
The one-dimensional alternating antiferromagnet with H=2JΣnS⃗ 2n⋅S⃗2n−1+2J′ΣnS⃗2n⋅S⃗2n+1 is studied for J′≪J.
For β−1≡kBT≪J the susceptibility is expanded in powers of the exciton density as χT∝ A (βJ′, J′/J)e−2βJ +
B(βJ′,J′/J)e−4βJ+⋯ and the coefficients A and B are calculated for J′/J→0. The calculation of B(βJ′,0) required
the evaluation of the two-exciton scattering matrix. The interactions between excitons which affect the
susceptibility are found to be repulsive. As a result, the coefficient B is correctly predicted by the usual
assumption that excitons obey localized statistics. A general discussion relating statistics to the on-shell
forward-scattering t matrix enables one to understand the difference between the statistical properties of spin
waves and excitons. For opposite-spin excitons an attractive bound state is found to exist for all values of total
momentum. Perturbation theory in J′/J is used to calculate the single-exciton dispersion relation at zero
temperature as E(k) = (2J+5J'3/32J2) − (J′+J'2/2J−5J'3/32J) cosk − (J'2/4J+J'3/8J2) cos2k − (J'3/8J2)cos3k.
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The one-dimensional alternating antiferromagnet with $(=2JX„S2„S2 I+ 2J X S2 S2 +I is studied
' for J'«J. For P '=k~ T&&J the susceptibility is expanded in powers of the exciton density as
gT~A(PJ', J'/J) e '~ +B(PJ', J'/J)e '~ + "~ and the coefficients A and B are calculated for
J'/J 0. The calculation of B(PJ',0) required the evaluation of the two-exciton scattering matrix. The
interactions between excitons which affect the susceptibility are found to be repulsive. As a result, the
coefficient B is correctly predicted by the usual assumption that excitons obey localized statistics. A general
discussion relating statistics to the on-shell forward-scattering t matrix enables one to understand the
difference between the statistical properties of spin waves and excitons. For opposite-spin excitons an
attractive bound state is found to exist for all values of total momentum. Perturbation theory in J'/J is
used to calculate the single-exciton dispersion relation at zero temperature as E(k)=(2J+5J'/32J')
—(J'+ J' /2 J—5J' /32J) cosk —(J' /4J+ J' /8 J ) cos2k —(J' /8 J ) cos'k.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that almost all three-dimension-
al models are intractable. Although a number of
two-dimensional models have been solved exactly, '
most of these are related to the Ising model, which
has a discrete eigenvalue spectrum. On the other
hand, even rather complicated one-dimensional
systems have been treated exactly. Perhaps the
most important such model is the one-dimensional
Heisenberg antiferromagnet, for which several
ground-state properties have been calculated.
Another example closely related to the present
work is the description of the two-spin-wave states
in a ferromagnet. For the ferromagnet, the
three-dimensional case is rather complicated,
whereas the one-dimensional case can be treated
in terms of simple functions. The situation is sim-
ilar with regard to the two-exciton states and, as
we shall see, simple explicit results can be ob-
tained in one dimension.
In the past, theoretical interest in one-dimen-
sional systems was confined to workers in statis-
tical mechanics, since it was hard to find real sys-
tems which conformed to such theoretical models.
However, recently a number of one-dimensional
systems have been studied experimentally, ' Bnd
this activity has stimulated theorists to consider
more complicated models. In view of the recent
interest in the tetracyanoquinodimethan salts we
have treated the alternating Heisenberg antiferro-
magnet in one dimension. This model differs from
the usual Heisenberg antiferromBgnet in that the
exchange integrals alternate periodically between
two values J and J'. Thus the Hamiltonian for this
system may be written as
&= ~~ San Szn-i+ ~ &San S2. i ~
This model has been studied previously by many
authors, ' and the results of noninteracting exci-
ton theory have been fully investigated. Here we
shall study the extent to which such results are
modified by interactions between excitons.
In the present paper we shall be concerned with
this model in the exciton limit, " in which J»J'.
In this limit the ground state consists essentially
of pairs of spins each of which forms a state of
total spin zero due to the antiferromagnetic ex-
change interaction J. Localized excitations in
which one or more pairs have total spin one are
broadened into exciton bands by the J' exchange
interactions. The objectives of the present paper
are, first, to calculate the single-exciton disper-
sion relation to as high order in (J'/Z) as is con-
venient and, second, to calculate the second virial
coefficient for the susceptibility of the exciton gas.
Whereas properties may be calculated correctly to
the first order in the exciton density using simple
noninteracting-exciton theory, the second-order
terms depend on exciton-exciton interactions, and
these effects are conveniently described by the
second virial coefficient. " The properties of this
model in the regular limit, " i.e. , when I J—O' I
«J, will be discussed in a future publication.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
give a general discussion of the structure of per-
turbation theory and of the type of results one can
expect for the model. Here we discuss the con-
struction of an effective Hamiltoni3n X,f& for the
manifold of states containing n excitons. In gener-
al K f f is given by an infinite series in the param-
eter (J'/8). In Sec. III we study the scattering of
two excitons using K„,' to lowest order in (J'/8).
Here we include in addition to the terms given in
Eq. (1.1) also those describing the interaction with
an external magnetic field and we introduce anisot-
ropy by replacing J by an anisotropic exchange
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yT/NC= Sp —9p + ~ ~ ~ (2. 2)
integral. It is shown that for the total spin m of
the two colliding excitons equal to 2 or 1, the exci-
ton-exciton interactions are repulsive, whereas
for m =0 they are mainly attractive. In all cases,
since we work in one dimension, these interactions
give rise to bound states of two excitons. In Sec.
IV the results of the preceding section are special-
ized to the isotropic model, and the zero-field sus-
ceptibility is calculated as a power series in the
exciton density. The term which is second order
in the density shows that the combined effects of
dynamic and kinematic interactions do not differ
markedly from what one would find using a hybrid
picture in which the excitons obey a noninteracting-
exciton dispersion relation, but also obey statistics
of the localized type rather than of the Fermi or
Bose type. Here we derive a general condition for
the validity of localized statistics in terms of qua-
siparticle interactions. In Sec. V we present re-
sults for K,'«, the effective Hamiltonian for the
single-exciton manifold, including effects up to
third order in perturbation theory in (J'/J). The
resulting dispersion relation and bandwidth coin-
cide with the usual noninteracting result only to
first order in (J'/J). These calculations can be
used to calculate the first virial coefficient for the
susceptibility for J'/J & —,'. Finally, our results
and conclusions are summarized in Sec. VI.
In Appendix A we use Bethe's ansatz' to obtain
the eigenvalue condition for two parallel spin exci-
tons, and show that the treatment of Ref. 8 is in
error. Appendix B contains the details of the scat-
tering calculation for antiparallel spins. In Appen-
dix C a technique suggested by Bloomfield' for
analyzing singular integrals is used to simplify the
expressions for the two-exciton scattering matrix.
Finally, Appendix D contains the details of the cal-
culation of K,«discussed in Sec. V.
II. QUALITATIVE CONSIDERATIONS
The purpose of this section is to give a general
qualitative discussion of the properties of the mod-
el of Eq. (1.1). For J'= 0, it is clear that the sys-
tem consists of independent pairs of spins antifer-
romagnetically coupled, so that for each pair a
total-spin-zero singlet ground state lies at an en-
ergy 2J below the total-spin-one triplet excited
state. The susceptibility X is then given by
XTINC = Sp/(1+ Sp), (2. 1)
where C is the Curie constant: C=2g p, a/Ska,
where gp a/& is the gyromagnetic ratio of the spins,
and also in Eq. (2. 1) p=e ', where 8=(kaT) '.
Thus at low temperatures, p «1 and then p is ap-
proximately proportional to the density of excitons.
For p«1, i.e. , at low exciton density, one may
write
To proceed further, let us introduce the sim-
plest possible approximation, namely, we neglect
terms in J' which do not conserve the number of
excitons. Within this approximation the number of
excitons is a good quantum number, and the energy
levels of the system can be written
E(n; X) = Ell+ 2Jn+ J'y (n, X), (2. S)
where ED is the ground-state energy, X is a quan-
tum number labeling the particular n-exciton state,
and p(n, X) is a dimensionless energy obtained
from K,'",&. In this case K,'«consists of the secular
terms involving J'. The neglected terms in K,'ff
which do not conserve the number of excitons will
modify K,«by the addition of terms of relative
order (J'/J)", with 2" &2. For n= 1, the well-known
result is that exciton eigenstates are labeled by a
wave vector and a spin-projection quantum number,
and that in zero field one has '
E(1; k, m) =Eo+ 2J —J' costa, (2. 4)
where a is the separation between pairs. Hence-
forth we shall set a = 1. Intuitively, one might ar-
gue tha. t for J' & 0 Eq. (2. 1) should be generalized
to read
eIJ' cask
-=—ZNC N „1+Spe (2. 5a)
so that when p «1, one can write
yT/NC= Sp4(PJ') —9p A(2'')+. ~ ~
where
g(p J &) N-1 Q 21'eosk
k
(2. 5b)
(2.5)
In fact, Lynden-Bell and McConnell justify writing
Eq. (2. 5a, ) by arguing that excitons do obey local-
ized statistics.
By obeying localized statistics, we mean that the
thermal occupation number n (k) is given by
n.P) =(e""'+S)',
8&' cask
nm(~) 1 S 2 J' eosk ~
(2. Va)
(2. 7b)
81' cock
(1 S J' cess)2
xp+ Sp 88J' cosk
NC N k (1+pe' ')'
(2.9a,)
(2. 9b)
This expression is to be contrasted to the corre-
sponding results for bosons and fermions, which
are
(2. 8a)
(2. 8b)
respectively. If triplet excitons are imagined to
obey Bose or Fermi statistics, then the suscepti-
bility is given by
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in the respective cases. The corresponding low-
density expansions are
XgT/NC = 3'(8J') + 6p A(2PJ') + ~ ~ ~, (2. 10a)
gy&/NC = 3pA(PJ') —6p A(2PJ') —~ ~ ~ . (2. 10b)
From Eqs. (2. 5b) and (2. 10) it is clear that statis-
tics affect the p (and higher-order) terms in y..
The type of statistics quasiparticles obey can be
thought of as arising from so-called kinematic"
interactions. When J' is nonzero, there are in
addition dynamic" interactions due to the fact that
two excitons no longer propagate like two indepen-
dent quasiparticles.
These considerations motivate our approach to
this question, which is to calculate X in the low-
density limit as a power series in the density of
excitons:
gT/NC = 3pk(PJ') + p B(PJ') + ~ ~ ~
The result B(PJ') = —9A(2PJ') would then be an indi-
cation that localized statistics are appropriate:
see Eq. (2. 5b). In contrast, the result B(PJ')
=+ (or -) 6A(2P J') would indicate that we should
use Bose (or Fermi) statistics.
In order to evaluate the second virial coefficient
B(PJ'), it is necessary to treat the interactions of
two excitons. This we do exactly insofar as the
secular terms in J' are concerned. Presumably,
inclusion of nonsecular terms would not qualitative-
ly affect the results inasmuch as they lead to con-
tributions to R,«of order (J'/J) smaller than the
secular terms.
According to conventional wisdom, the best ap-
proximation is to use localized statistics to de-
scribe triplet excitons. This is clearly correct at
high temperature (p J' «I), when incoherent delo-
calization becomes unimportant. For low tempera-
tures this conclusion is based on rather superficial
evidence. In particular this result is obtained in
Ref. 8 by considering the problem of excitons in-
teracting via a hard-core repulsion. However, it
is quite obvious that such a calculation, even if it
were correct, would not be definitive, because for
the spin--, Heisenberg ferromagnet spin waves are
subject to the same hard-core repulsion when they
attempt to visit the same site, and yet, as Dyson
has shown for the three-dimensional case, long-
wavelength spin waves interact quite weakly. It is
this lack of interaction which validates classifying
spin waves as bosons. In fact, as shown in Appen-
dix A, the treatment of the hard-core exciton gas
given in Ref. 8 is incorrect. Thus, while it is
clear that localized statistics must be correct at
high temperature, it is an open question as to which
statistics are correct at low temperatures when
only Low-energy long-wavelength excitons are ex-
cited.
At low temperatures our result should depend de-
cisively on the interactions between low-energy
long-wavelength excitons. In fact, one can discuss
this problem in a general way. For repulsive dy-
namical interactions, as is the case for parallel
spin excitons, or for the case of weakly attractive
interactions, localized statistics are found to be
appropriate. For strongly attractive interactions,
bound states of two excitations are formed; there
is attraction in momentum space, and no indepen-
dent quasiparticle statistics can describe the two-
excitation manifold. Finally, when, as for spin
waves, the attractive dynamical interactions are
just strong enough to balance the effects of the
hard-core interaction, no interference effects oc-
cur in momentum space and Bose statistics are ap-
propriate.
These ideas are confirmed by our explicit numer-
ical calculation of B(PJ') which shows that B(PJ')/
A(2P J') tends to the value —9 in both the high- and
low-temperature limits. At intermediate tempera-
tures the ratio is found to be not very different
from —9, so that our conclusion is that excitons
approximately obey localized statistics at all tem-
peratures.
The second aim of this paper is to treat the ef-
fects which are higher order in (J'/J). In this
case, for simplicity, we study only the single-ex-
citon manifold. This calculation is tedious, but
straightforward. By successive canonical trans-
formations we obtain all terms in Ref f up to rela-
tive order (J'/J)'. We can compare our results
with the version of linear-exciton theory which in-
cludes two-exciton creation and annihilation pro-
cesses, which gives
E(1; 0, m) =Bo+2J[1—(J'/J) cosh]'i' . (2. 12)
As one might expect, our result agrees with this
formula only up to first order in (J'/J).
Finally, one would like to know how rapidly the
expansion in (J /J) is converging. Linear-exciton
theory, viz. , Eq. (2. 12), indicates convergence
for IJ'/Jl &1, and this property is undoubtedly
equivalent to the statement that the exciton spec-
trum has a gap for (J'/J) &1. For short chains,
Brinkman' has found that perturbation theory does
converge for I J'/J l &1. Thus it is suggested that
the ratio of succeeding terms in the (J'/J) expan-
sion is of order 1(J'/J), and hence that our results
may be useful as long as (J'/J) is smaller than,
l
say,
III. SCATTERING STATES OF TWO EXCITONS
A. Construction of the Boson Hamiltonian
The model we consider is described by the
Ham iltonian,
X= 2JZ S2~ ' 52~-| + DZ (S2~ + S2~-z)
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—h Z (SOn+ Spn 1) + 2Z Z S» ' Spn. l. (3.1)
&2S;„=c,' „(1-N„)—(1 N„)c, -„
t+ (Cl, nCO, n+CO nC l, n) ~
&2 San-l=-c,' „(1-N„)+(1-N„)C, ,„
+ (Cl, n CO, n+ Co, nC 1 n)
Snn = (San)
San-1 —(S»-1)
2San= co n(1 —N„) —(1 —N„) co, n
t t+ (Cl, nCl, n C l, nC l, n)
2S», =co,„(1—N„)+ (1 —N„) co,„
+ (Ci,nCl, n C l, n C l, n) ~
(3.2a)
(3.2b)
(3.2c)
(3.M)
(3.2e)
(3.2f)
where N„=Z c„„c„„.The operator c „creates
an (S = 1), (S' = m) exciton in the nth unit cell. Al-
though these substitutions reproduce the matrix
elements of the spin operators in the states for
For the case of J' «J which we consider, one may
visualize the Hamiltonian as describing a linear
system of N unit cells, in each of which there are
two spins with S= n. Spins in the same unit cell
are strongly coupled via an antiferromagnetic
Heisenberg exchange interaction scaled by an en-
ergy J, whereas exchange coupling between differ-
ent unit cells is scaled by the much smaller energy
Dipolar interactions ' are included insofar as
they are described by the second term, where D
would then be of order g ii'n) to, where ro is the sep-
aration between spins in the same unit cell. More
generally, D may be viewed as an anisotropic ex-
change constant. Finally, the third term in Eq.
(3.1) is the energy of the spins in an external mag-
netic field.
To treat the low-density (of excitons) limit, we
map the spin Hamiltonian of Eq. (3.1) into a boson
Hamiltonian via the following transformation:
~= Z (2J+Dm '—hm —J'cosh) c„n c
A)m
~= ZE„(k) c„,,c„,,
(3. 5a)
(3. 5b)
where c„n creates an (S'= m) exciton wave:
ct N 1/o Q einn (3.6)) t
There are various terms in V'. There are those
which conserve the number of excitons, i.e. ,
those which commute with ~. In the usual nomen-
clature these are called secular terms, and they
will be denoted V„,. As mentioned in Sec. II, the
nonsecular terms lead to effects which are higher
order in (Z'/J). The effects of these terms on the
single-exciton manifold will be considered in Sec.
V. Here we neglect such effects and set
K=Kg+ V„, . (3.7)
It may be seen that V„, commutes with the total z
component of spin. We can therefore classify
terms in V„, according to the total s component of
spin of the colliding excitons:
Y' rr &fft&Vsec ~nt~-8 "«ee (3.8)
Within the manifold of two-exciton states we find
that
which no site has more than one exciton, they also
give finite results when two or more excitons are
present on a single site. To eliminate these spuri-
ous states, we shall add to the Hamiltonian a re-
pulsive interaction of the form
(3.3)
nt) )n )n
and the limit T will be taken.
When the expressions of Eq. (3.2) are substituted
into Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3), the result can be written
as
(3.4)
where + is
+r(a) 1 &i i. i t t t t)'
«ec 2eI ~ RCf n Cf n Cf n Cf n~f +Cf «Cf n+1 Cf)«+1 Cf n+1+Cf, n+1 Cf n+1 Cf n+1 Cf «+Cf n+1 Cf n Cf n Cf «
t t+ Cl, n+1 Cl, n Cl, n+1 Cl, n) + nT~ Cl
~
n Cl, n Ci
~
n 1
~
n &
Tr&f) 1 r)Y . r t t t t t
eec= 2~ ~ SCf n CQ, « CQ, „C1 «+f+Cf n CQ «+1 CQ «+1 Cf „+1+Cf,„CQ «+f CQ n Cf «+1 +CQ „Cf „+1 CQ „+1 Cf n
t t t t
+Cf n+1 CQ «+f CQ «+1 Cf n+ Cf «if CQ, « CQ n Cf n+CQ «Cf, n Cf, n CQ)«of+ 0 n 1 n+1 1,«+1 Q, n 1
t t
O.n+1 l,n+1 l, n+1 O,n+ O, n 1 l, n l, n O, n) + 1 n O, n l.n O.»
n
Tr&Q& & y&Y. I t
n+1 + Cf n C 1 «+1 C 1 n+1 Cf n+1 + Cf «+1 C 1 n+1 C 1 «+1 C 1)n+ C 1 «+1
t t t t+C 1 «+1 1 «+1 1 «+1 1)n+ 1)n+1 1)n 1)«1)n+ 1 «1)n 1 n f)n+f + 1 n Cf n+1 1 «+1 1 n+1
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—Ci n C 1 n+1 Ci n C 1 n+1 —C 1 n Ci n+1 C 1 n Ci n+1+ Ci n C 1 n+1 Cp I Cp n, i+ Ci n+1 C 1 n Cp n Cp n+1+ Cp n Cp n Cp2n Cp n+1
t
+ Cp n Cp n+1 Cp n+1 Cp n+1+ Cp n+1 Cp n+1 Cp nii Cp n+ Cp nii Cp n Cp n Cp n
+Cp n 1 Cp, n C1,n+1 C 1 n+Cp, n Cp, n+1 C1,n C 1,n+1)+ T~ (C1 n C-1,n C1,n C-1,n+ 2CO n Cp n Cp, n Cp n) . (3.9C)
n
Expressions for V,,', and V~, ' can be obtained
from those given for V,"„' and V„„respectively, by
changing the signs of all the spin-projection quan-
tum numbers on the boson operators. In writing
Eq. (3.9) we have dropped terms involving six ex-
citon operators, since they have no effect on states
with less than three excitons.
The next step in the calculation of the two-exciton
states is to write down the equation for the scatter-
ing matrix t for each of the channels characterized
by a given value of m. These equations are sche-
matically of the form
f, = V+ VGt, (3.10)
where V is the interaction and G describes two-
particle propagation. Since the dependence on the
sign of m is trivial, we will consider only the val-
ues m=2, 1, and 0.
It is useful to have a qualitative picture of exci-
ton-exciton interactions. For instance, consider
the case m = 2, in Eq. (3.9a). The hard-core re-
pulsion T moves the states with two excitons onthe
same site to infinite energy in the limit T
The first four terms proportional to J' in Eq.
(3.9a) then becomes irrelevant, since they de-
scribe coupling to the infinite-energy states. The
remaining term,
Re ~ Ci, n+1 Ci, n l, n+1 C1,n ~
n
(3.11)
is a repulsive term. Thus, in addition to the hard-
core or kinematic repulsion, excitons have a dy-
namic repulsion when they are on neighboring
sites. Since we are working in one dimension, we
expect these interactions to lead to repulsive bound
states. For m = 1 the analogous dynamical terms
are
+Ci „C 1,„+1 Cp „Cp „+1+C 1 „Ci „+1 Cp n Cp „+1
+ Cp n COIni1 C1,n+1 C 1,n+ Cp1n Cp, nt1 C 1,n+1 C1,n)
(3. 13)
In this case there are some attractive static inter-
actions, and we expect these to give rise to attrac-
tive bound states.
2u ~ (C1,n Cp n+1 Cp, n C1 n+1+Cp, n C1,n+1 C1 n Cp, n+1)
(3. 12)
and the effect of these is similar to those for m = 2.
For m=0 the dynamical terms are
(- C1 n C 1 n~1 C1 n C 1 n~1 —C 1 n C1 n~1 C 1 n C1 ni1
B. Solution for m= 2
In terms of exciton waves we may write
K,P,P'
XC1,K/2i/t. C1 /K2-P C11iK/2+2 C1,K /2P' | (3.14)
The t matrix for m= 2 then obeys Eq. (3.10),which
in this case reads
tK 'n( p, p') = VK '(p, p')+g 2 VK '(p, p")tK ', (p",p')x, „, „. (3 16)1
K —E1(2K+p") —E1(2K-p")
This equation is represented diagrammatically in
Fig. 1, and we shall adhere to the convention that
k, = —2E. +P;
k, =-,'Z- p; k,'=-.'Z- p" .
(3.17a)
(3.17b)
Additional momenta will be introduced by double-
primed variables in conformity with Eqs. (3.1V).
When clarity requires, we shall use the momenta
ki, k2, ki, k2, and the associated spin projections
as arguments of the t matrix. Equation (3.16) is
an integral equation with a kernel which is the sum
of separable terms, and as such, it is solved by
an ansatz of the form
tKn (P, P ) =A + BCOSP + C COSP + D COSP COSP (3.18)
The unknown coefficients A, B, C, and D, which
are functions of K and z, are found by substituting
Eq. (3. 18) into Eq. (3.16). The resulting equations
for the coefficients are
A = T+N' Z (T+ 2 J'n cosp")(A+ 8 cosp")
x[2 —E„(p")]', (3.19a)
B=J'N 1+ (2n+ cosp")(A+ Bcosp )
x[2 —E„(p")]', (3.19b)
C = N ' Z (T+ 2 J'a cosp")(C+ D cosp")
p22
x[K —E„(p")]', (3. 19c)
and compa, rison with Eq. (3.9a) yields
VK '(p, p') = T+ 2cl' cos211(cosp+ cosp')
+J' cosp cosp' . (3.15)
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K
k =2+P k = —+pK
I 2
k' k, +J'[1+x(r —1)/2n2] '(2a+y)(2a+y'), (3.25)
where
y= cosp, y'= cosp' . (3.26)
Kk = ——p2 2 k
= ——p
K
2 2
The poles at x = T/2J' reflect the bound states of
two excitons on a single site. These states are
eliminated in the limit T ~. Otherwise, the con-
dition for the existence of bound states is seen
from Eqs. (3.24) or (S.25) to be
kI II K «k, = 2+P r= 1- 2n'/x . (S. 27)
«Kkz= 2 —P
D= J'+ J'N h (2n+ cosp")(C+D cosp")
where & = cos && and
x[z —E„(p")]', (3.19d)
FIG. 3. Diagrammatic representation of Eq. (3.10) for
the t matrix. The momenta are labeled in accord with
Eq. (3. i7).
Analysis of this condition shows that there a,re no
bound states for l nl & &. For I &l && the bound-
state energy is determined by
(3.28a)
which, according to Eq. (3.22), yields an energy
E = 4J+ 2D —2I) + 2 J'(» + a ) . (3.28b)
The two-exciton continuum and the location of this
bound state are shown in Fig. 2. Note that the
bound state of Eq. (S.28) lies above the continuum.
The eigenvalue condition for the scattering states
and the bound-state energy, Eqs. (S.28), are also
obtained in Appendix A using Bethe's ansatz. '
C. Solution form = l
E ~(p)=E ( 'Z p) E (——'Z-p) .
We use the evaluations
(S.20) For rn =-1 we write
l/(1) ~-1 g i/(1)(p pr)
E,POP
where
x = (K —4 J—2D+ 2I))/2 J',
(1 n2/x2)1 /2
(S.22)
(3.23)
2J'II' Z [K —E„(P")]-'= (xr)-', (S.21a)
pll
2J'N ' Zcosp" [z —E11(p")] '=(ar) '(r- 1),
(S.21b)
2J'W' 2 cos'p "[2—E»(p")] ' = —x(r —1)/a'r,
pll
(3.21c)
OJ
I
3
II
tXC),K/2+2 CO, K/2-2 1,K/2+2' O, K/2 l'
].0
O.
&n Eq. (3.23) r is defined to have a branch cut for
Ixl & a on the real axis and its phase is determined
so that ~-1 for large Ix(.
Using the evaluations of Eq. (3.21) one may
write the solutions of Eq. (3.19) as
& = T —4 J'n'+4J'n'[1+x(r —1)/2n ] '
+ T'(u' Tx) ', (3.24a)-
B=C = 2 J' n[l+ x(r —1)/2n ] + 2aTJ'(2 J'x —T)
(3.24b)
D= J'[1+x(r —1)/2n ] +4J' a (2J'x —T)
(S.24c)
Thus the explicit form for t is
t(z; k» 1;k2, 1; /2,', 1;k2, 1) = tz&( p, p') = T —4J' n
+ (T+ 2J' ny) (T + 2J' ny') (2J'x —T)
-0.5
lX
-~.O
LLJ
I/3 2/3
MOMENTUM K /77
FIG. 2. The two-exciton band for m=0 for D=O. The
repulsive bound state above the continuum emerges from
the continuum at 0.'=y{i.e. , E= 37t.), and its dispersion
relation is E =4J+2J' (4+ cos ~R). The attractive bound
state lies below the continuum for K& 0 and its dispersion
relation is E=4J-J'0. +cos yK). The band for m & 0
does not have the attractive bound state and its energy
scale is shifted by replacing ~ by ~ ' = m+mh —Im ID.
For m = 0 and D & 0, the bound-state condition, Eq. (B9)
is more complicated.
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+ C' cosp'+ D' cosp cosp' . (3.32)
Here I 0 describes scattering in the odd-parity
channel corresponding to total spin one and the
other coefficients describe scattering in the even-
parity channel corresponding. to total spin two.
Thus it is not surprising that the coefficients A',
B', C', and D' are simply related to the corre-
sponding unprimed coefficients of Eq. (3.18). In
particular, the primed coefficients are obtained
from the expressions for the unprimed coeffi-
cients, Eq. (3.24), by replacing x by x', where
x' = (z —4J—D+ h)/2 J' . (3.33)
The difference in the definitions of Eq. (3.22) and
(3.33) corresponds merely to a shift of all ener-
gies by an amount D —h. Otherwise, the even-
and comparison with Eq. (3.9b) yields
V„"'(p,p') = T+ 2J' cos-,'K(cosp+ cosp')
+J' cosp cosP' -J' sinP sinp'. (3.30)
The t matrix for m = 1 satisfies the equation
t,",'(p, p') = V,"'(p, I') ~'~ V'"(t, t ")
xtzup'(P", P')[z —E,(,'K+P-") -Eo(-,'K-P")] ', (3.31)
which is solved by the ansatz
tK,'(p, p') = -J'I'psinp sinp'+A'+ B' cosp
&o = 2n'(2& x—'+x'r') ', (3.38)
where r' = (1 —cP/x' ) / . Comparison with Eq.
(3. 2V) shows that the bound states in the odd-parity
m = 1 channel occur at the same energies as those
in the even-parity m = 2 channel.
The complete expression for the m = 1 t matrix is
thus
t (z; 0» 1;kp, 0; kl, 1; kp, 0) = tzu, '(t/, p')
= T —4J' ot + (T + 2J' c/y) (T + 2J' uy') (2J'x ' —T)
+J'[1+x'(r '—I)/2a'] '
x[(2m+ y)(2m+ y') —sinp sinp') . (3.36)
D. Solution for m = 0
The case m =0 is the only one where inclusion of
the anisotropy leads to any extra complication. In
this case the scattering terms are of the form shown in
Fig. 3, and we write V„,' as
parity m = 1 states have the same dynamics as the
p/1 = 2 states. Using Eq. (3.31) it is found that I o
satisfies the equation
—J'I'p= —J'+ J'N ' 5 Ip sin P "[z-Epl(P")] ',
pip
(3.34)
whose solution is
t O, i r t tVNc= 2N w [2VE' (p&p )cl K/2+p c IK/24 c,1,K/2+p c 1 K/2-p + 2VK' (p, p )co, E+/pcpo, K/2-p cl, K/2» cp-l, K/2 pi-K, P, P'
10 vEQ OO t+ VE (pt p )cl, K/p+p c 1, K2-/cpo K2/+ pco, K/2 p'+ ~ K (PsP )cp K/p+p cp, K p/p cp K/p+p~ cp, K ~/p] (3 37)
Note that the potential coefficients are labled by
additional superscripts indicating the various pro-
cesses shown in Fig. 3. Comparison with Eq.
(3.Qc) yields the following expressions for
VK'" (P P'):
V'E"(p, p') = T+ 2J' cospK(cosp+ cosp')
—
J' cosp cosp'- J' sing sinp', (3.38a)
VK' (p, p') =2J'cospcosp', (3.38b)
Voz'1(t/, IP') =J' cosp cosp', (3.38c)
V E' (p, p') = T+ 2J' cospK(cosp+ cosp'). (3.38d)
I ikewise, the t matrix is labeled by superscripts,
and the scattering equation is now of the form
tq."(p, t') =vq (p, p')
+ — 5 V",""(P,P")t"", "'(I/", P)
psz. .fez z
x [z —E„-('K+ p") —E;.(—K -p")] . (3—.39)
Again the integral equation for the t matrix has a
kernel which is the sum of separable terms. This
time it is solved by the ansatz
p
tlat (p, p') = —~„,1~„1J'Toosinpsin/O'+A""
+ &"'"cosP+ C"'" c st'+ D"' cosp cosp', (3.40)
where 6„„.is the Kronecker & function. The deter-
mination of the coefficients in Eq. (3.40) is
straightforward, but since the details are compli-
cated, we relegate them to Appendix B.
In the case when D vanishes, the conclusions are
as follows. Since m =0 contains total spin 2, 1,
and 0, the m = 0 channel has the same bound states
as the m = 2 and m = 1 channels. In addition, there
are bound states of total spin 0. In accord with the
discussion following Eq. (3.13) these are found to
be attractive bound states whose dispersion rela-
tion is given by (Bll):
E=4J —J'(1+ ct') (3.41)
for all values of the total momentum as shown in Fig. 2.
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l, kI I, kI
I, I
VK
,D
l, kI 0, 1 I
,D
0, I
K
O, kI O, k)
The first step in the calculation is to relate the
self-energy to the t matrix. This relation is shown
in Fig. 4 and may be written as
Z (k„z„)= Zi (1+ 5„„.) Q [z~ —E~(k')]
e', kp V oo
x(XE)-'t(z„+z„.; k„m; k„m', k„m; k„m'),
(4 2)
where we have indicated all arguments of the t ma-
trix. Henceforth we shall drop the arguments in
the t matrix describing the scattered excitons, it
being understood that only matrix elements de-
scribing forward scattering will appear in this sec-
tion. In Eq. (4. 2) the factor 5 comes from the
exchange" term. Using contour integral tech-
niques and dispersion relations [cf. Eqs. (4.7) and
(4. 8)], one can show that to lowest order in p,
Q, k~ —l, k~
g l, 0
K
O, k~ O, k~
g0,0
K
FIG. 3. Diagrammatic representation of V,~ given in
Eq. (3.37).
IV. SECOND VIRIAL COEFFICIENT FOR THE
SUSCEPTIBILITY
A. Formal Expression for the Susceptibility
In this section we shall develop an expression for
the susceptibility which includes exactly all effects
up to second order in the density of excitons.
What we wish to do is to relate the susceptibility X
to the t matrix, whose explicit evaluation was per-
formed in Sec. III. To do this it suffices to calcu-
late (c„„c gr, since the magnetic momentispro-
portionaito& m(c„„c„,„)r. However, acalcula-
tion of (c „c„,„)r requires knowing the tempera-
ture dependence of the exciton energy. The tem-
perature-dependent energy shift is given by the
self-energy Z which in turn can be calculated if the
t matrix is known.
The most important properties of the Green's
functions we shall employ are the following:
E„(k„z„)=N ' 5 (1+6 ~) n (kz, m')
m', kp
&&t(z„+E~ (kz);k]/my kp, m'), (4. 3)
where
n (k, m) = (e ~'"' —1) ' (4 4)
Since n (k, m) is of order p, we see that Z (k„z„)
is also of order p.
We now evaluate n =(c „c „)r. From Eq.
(4. 1) we have that
n„=-yP) ' Ze"'G.(k„z„),
kgqv
where 0' denotes a positive infinitesimal. Using
Eq. (4. 3) for the self-energy and expanding in
powers of & (i. e. , in powers of p), we obtain
= —(&p) ' ~ ('"' [ ~ -E (»)] '
kgyV
+ Z„(kg, z„)[z„—E (kg)] + ~ ~ ~ }, (4. 6a.)
(4. 5)
n.=n'„y'8) ' Z-Z (1+6.
,
„.)n'(k„m')
', V ky, k2
xt(z„+E i(kz); kg, m; kp, m') [z„—E (kg)], (4. 6b)
where
G (k, t)= —t(c„~(t)c „(0))r, 0&it &P
G (k, t + iP) = G (k, t),
G„(k, z„)= Jo G„(k, t) e""'dt,
G (k, t) = (-i S) Z G„(k, z„)e ""
(4. 1a)
(4. lb)
(4. 1c)
(4. 1d)
m)k„z„ l7l)k~ ) Z„ m, k, z„
ITI kp) Z pl
~) ki) Zv
G (k, z„)= [z„—E (k) —Z„(k, z„)] ', (4. le)
where z„=2viv/P with v an integer. Further dis-
cussion of this formalism can be found in the liter-
ature. "
FIG. 4. Diagrammatic representation of Eq. (4.2). Here
m', k2, and z'„are summed over all values. Since the
t matrix includes all "ladder"' diagrams, this equation
includes all diagrams for Z with the minimum number
(i.e. , one) of backward, or hole, lines, and thus gives
Z correct to first order in the thermal density of excitons.
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n'„=N' Z n'(k, m) .
To perform the sum over v in Eq, (4.6b) we use
the algorithm
1 E(z) dz 1 E(z) dz
—P ~Ez„= 2«i c e —1 2«i c e' —1'Bs1 2
(4. ~)
where C1 is a counterclockwise contour surround-
ing only the imaginary axis and C2 is a counter-
clockwise contour surrounding only the real axis.
In using this method it is convenient to write the
t matrix in the form
t(z; k&, m; k2, m') =t(~;k„m; k2, m')
where
' d(d p(&c;k&1m; k2, m')
2p 8 —(0
wOO
(4. 8)
p((d; k&, m; k2, m') = Z ot((d —ioO'; k&, m; k2, m') .
e=al
(4. 9)
Evaluating the v sum in this fashion, we find the
result
n =n +N Z (I+,~) n (k2, m') —Ht(; k&, m; k2, m') n (k&, m)[n (k&, m)+1]+
a1,~2, m'
I
2'~
—1 +~ + Em k1
—E ~ k2 n k1q i n kl, m + I -n k1, m (4. 10)
To evaluate this expression to leading order in p we may drop terms involving extra powers of e
Thus we have
p =p ~ k(' Z (1 k „)e '* e'*" e '(-BI(;k„ee;k„ee')
a1,a2, m'
where
—p(te; k„ep; k„m)ktp; kpm; k„m')), (4. 11)
a 00
(&&
~&l&g&+ &&~ o)z&- (p3 p[ E (k ) E (k )]
[&c -E~(k&) -E (k )1' (4. 12)
The zero-field susceptibility is given as
X a 2PB
&&k
(n& n 1) (4. 13a)
I
= 3 pA (8 Z') + 6 p A (2P Z') + ~ ~ ~, p «1. (4. 15c)Xo&
B. Explicit Evaluation of the Susceptibility
X 2 (4. 13b)
where the derivatives are evaluated at &=0. Use
of Eq. (4. 11) for n& yields
(X —Xo)T 3k&&T s g (1 6 )NC N 8~ a1 aa
From now on we shall only consider the case
D=O. It can be shown that both p(&k); 1, k&,' m, k~)
and C(&c; 1, k„m, k, ) are functions of &c+k(1+m').
Consequently, the &(& integral in Eq. (4. 14) is k in-
dependent, and we find that
=3N Z (1+m )(1+5&
~ )NC y1y2, m
xe" 1 1+ m' 2' —pt ~; k1, 1; ka, m' xe ' '"' ""—Pt; k» 1; kg, m'
where
Xo~ an',Nc=("" sk (4. 15a)
p(p; ki, 1; k„')k(; k„1; I't„')),
(4. 14)
p(e ' kp 1' k, m )k(td k2 k )),
~(&0
(4. 16)
where we have dropped those m labels which are
irrelevant when h = 0. It is convenient to write Eq.
(4. 16) as
= 3N Z n (k, 1)[n (k, 1)+ 1], (4. 15b) (X Xo)T/Nc = A„+A&p+ Ac k (4. 1t)
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corresponding to the contributions from t(~), from
the poles of t, and from the continuum, respec-
tively.
Using Eqs. (S.25} and (S.36) for the t matrices
at infinite energy, we obtain A„as
-2 (z&ai&+z(aa&&3p
N
x Y 1 1
mOO
d(d 1
o((&(, (o), (4. 20)
where x = (2 - 4 J)/2 J', r is defined in Eq. (3.23), and
s(a, ~ )=4(1 — ' +4t2') a'-( +)
x (5[T -4J'n + J'(2n+y) ] —sin p),
A„= —3P[(5T+ 2J )I(&+ 20J'I1I()+ SJ Ii ],
where
I =N 'icos"ke~
(4, 18a)
(4. 18b)
(4. 19)
The term in Eq. (4. 18b) involving T will be can-
celled by another term.
To evaluate the pole and continuum terms, we
need to construct the spectral representation for
the t matrix. For this purpose the following dis-
persion relation is helpful:
+2J'(1 —4n )8(1 —4(2 )5((4) ——,'J —2(a J ),
(4. 21)
where 8(x) =-,'(x+1xl)/x, and 9= ur -4J. Ey com-
paring this relation with Eqs. (4. 8), (3.25), and
(3. 36) one can construct the spectral weight func-
tions for the t matrices. In particular, if we de-
termine the residue of the f, matrices at the bound-
state pole and also read off the residue of the pole
at T/2J from Eqs. (3.25) and (3.36), we are led
to the result
(e'""1"'"2' ""+P[4J+ T -E(k ) —E(k )] —1][4J+ T —E(ki) E(ka)]
3~2 Q +(E(ki)42(&&2) ) 4. J422
Ai'A2
[5(2n+y)'-(1 -r')][1 -4a']
[4J+ 2J' + 2J''(2 —E(ki} —E(ka) ]
x (exp( p[E(k, )+E(ka) -4J --,' J —2J (22]j+ p[4J+ 2 J'+ 2J'(22 -E(k,) -E(k,)] —1}. (4. 22)
Note that E(k,)+E(ka) =4J—2J'(&(y, using which we see that the term proportional to PT cancels the similar
term in Eq. (4. 18b).
With the help of Eq. (4. 21) we evaluate the continuum contribution to A as
3 dQ
c 2 (1 2)1/2
~-1
dy
2)1/2
2 1/2
1+4Q 4Qy 'y y
y y [5(2 )a (1 2)] -2(2(ki) 4s(aa) &
e-20J' e3)-48'' 8 K (ki)+&(A2) 1 2 P gi QX (4. 23)(y+ r)' y+r (y+r)'
In obtaining this result we transformed the & in-
tegral in Eq. (4. 16) using &v = 4J+ 2J (ay and also
the replacements
/ pif oft 0/2
r' 0
arately, because the last two terms give rise to
dispersion-relation integrals which are easily done
in closed form:
dy (1 ya)1/22x, (y+ y)(l 4(ay+ 4na}-
dQ
2)l/2
"-1
dy
(1 a)1/2
—,'ny+ —,'+ 8(1 -4(2 }((2 ——,')
(4 a )(4 ) 4 (4. 25a)
(4. 24)
which are valid for integrands I((a, y) satisfying
I((2, r) =I(-(2, —r).
Consider the y integral in Eq. (4. 23). The in-
tegrand is regular at y= -y. However, we wish
to treat the three terms in the final bracket sep-
(1 2)i/2
(P 2)) „( yy)+(12n 4y+ 4)(22-
I
Q' —
—,
'
I
8(4 a )a ~ (4. 25b)
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In using such singular integrals one must treat all
three terms in the final bracket of Eg. (4. 23) in
the same way. To obtain Eq. (4. 25) we replaced
the final bracket, denoted G(y), by —,'[G(y+i0')
+ G(y —i0')]. Furthermore, for the first term in
the final bracket, we would like to interchange the
order of integration, since the y integral can be
done analytically. However, since the integrand is
singular, it is not obvious that one can interchange
I
the order of integration. As Bloomfield has
pointed out, this difficulty can be surmounted by
deforming the contour in the y integral, so that
the integrand is never singular. After the order
of integration is interchanged, the contour is re-
stored to its original shape, and one obtains a pre-
scription analogous to the Plemelj formulas. '
This analysis is carried out in detail in Appendix
C. The result of the analysis is that
15p du azz. &~,& 12p
t
' du ' dy 2gg (Qf,
0
~ y (P / ~ ] (P /3 y P 1/2
1 -1 ~1
x * ~ v'I-'. ax+-', ~ tt(1 —4+)t ' ——,')jjn(2 x)'+r'-ll( Dl~ ——,'If59~+&)' v' —&Il+),
(4. 26)
where
&= '1+4ny+ 4n (4. 27)
Collecting the results of Eqs. (4. 15c), (4. 18b), (4. 22), and (4. 26) we obtain
with
If(pz') = —9A(282 ') —15A (pJ') —38J'(2IO+ 10IiIO+ 3I,)
(4. 28)
+ T +1/a . Q $/a e (2 [5(2u+ r)'+ z' —1] (1 —4u') e(l —4u') [e ' '+ 28 J'D —1]/D—(I-r)
-1 1
+ —,' (1 —r')/D+ [-'&n + -'+ 8 (1 —4u') (u' —-')] [5(2u+r)'+r' —1]P~'/D +
~
u'
—
-'~[5(2u+r)'+r' —I]/D'] .
'(4. 29)
We now obtain expansions for 8(8Z') in the ex-
tremes of temperature. At low temperatures, we
shall keep all contributions larger than linear in
temperature. Within this accuracy one has
I„-A(8Z'), and these are of order (8J') '~ . Thus
Eq. (4. 29) yields
its. Numerical evaluation of R(8 J') shows that it
remains close to its limiting value over the entire
temperature range. This is seen in Fig. 5, where
our numerical results for B(8Z') are plotted. The
conclusion is therefore that over the entire tem-
perature range excitons obey localized statistics.
B(8Z') - —9A(288') . (4. 30)
The high-temperature expansion is most readily
obtained by noting from Eqs. (4. 18) and (4.23) that
and &c vanish for 8=0. Inspection of Eq. (4. 22)
shows that A& = —15 for P = 0. Taking account of
Eq. (4. 15c) we find that
&(0) = —9 .
As suggested in Sec. II, we can determine what
kind of statistics excitons obey when two-particle
collisions are included. To do this we study the
quantity
8
N
—IO—
Q3
-I2 t I
IO IO '
I I
IO IO
&(P~') &(P~')/A=-(28~')
~ (4. 32)
The results of Eq. (4. 30) and (4. 31) show that
8= —9 in both the low- and high-temperature lim-
FIG. 5. Normalized second virial coefficient R(pJ )
=-B(PJ')/A(2PJ') for the susceptibility vs PO'. The values
of R corresponding to localized, Fermi, and Bose statis-
tics are —9, —6, and 6, respectively.
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C. Discussion of Kinematic Properties
Having obtained, via a complicated and perhaps
opaque calculation, a result which conforms to the
simple argument that momentum states cannot be
doubly occupied, it is natural to see whether such
a result can be related to the interactions between
quasiparticles. In other words, we seek to formu-
late a general criterion for the exclusion in mo-
mentum space which our explicit calculations have
established.
We shall consider only the low-temperature limit,
since it is then that the exclusion in momentum
space differs from Dyson's result for a three-
dimensional spin--,' ferromagnet. To investigate
the kinematics in momentum space, we study the
quantity
The behavior of the t matrix at the bottom of the
band can be obtained from a simple argument. We
determine g from
or
t= V+ VGt
f=(1 —VG) V
(4. 37a)
(4. 37b)
VG™f„, ((C —(d') ' g((u ') d(d',
J "m&n(~ (d } ((d (dmin)
(4. 38a)
(4. 38b)
VG- i (e - (d „)'/2+ const, as (d- e'„. (4.38c)
Thus we expect that
But VG has a behavior dominated by the divergence
in the one-dimensional density of states, g(&u'):
fa, a' —«& aci, a~ cs, a~ ci,a ) (4. 33) f-2((O —(d „)'/2 (4. 39)
g» „.=NAg(k, k')+8~(k, k'), (4. 35)
where A, and B, are of order unity, independent of
N. True exclusion in momentum space would re-
quire that A be nonzero, which is not possible
without long-range interactions. However, if
Bn(k, k'} becomes large and negative for ] k —k' [ - 0,
then f„„will display a "Fermi hole" in momentum
space.
We therefore study g~ z for 4' - k. Following the
procedure leading to Eq. (4. 16}we find that
+'o d(d p((() ) ki 1 i k) 1)
ga a= —pf(2Z(k), k, k)+I 2 t 2wk)~2
~( m00
y(ea(2E(a)-n)3 1) (4, 36)
Examination of the two-particle kinematics indicates
that for a fixed total momentum Z the minimum
kinetic energy, denoted + „,occurs for k&=k&= aE,
so that for K=2k, a& „=2E(k)=4J-2Z'(2. Hence,
unless p(a&) has an attractive bound-state contribu-
tion, both terms on the right-hand side of Eq.
(4.36) are related to the f matrix at the bottom of
the two-particle continuum.
For simplicity, we restrict the discussion to the
m = 2 manifold and will set h= 0. By a derivation
quite similar to that leading to Eq. (4. 6) one obtains
the expression
fa, a =(1+5»,a }I~ana -N ~ ~z-Nk) -@k'H '
xnz; n )t')), (4. 34a)
f„„.-=(1+6» „)n,an'„(1+N 'g, „,), (4.34b)
where t(z,' k, k')=-f(z; k, 1; k', 1; k, 1; k', 1) and the
magnetic quantum numbers corresponding to the
m = 2 manifold have been dropped. Note the occur-
rence of the factor N ' in the second term in Eq.
(4.34). On general grounds one can write
In contrast, in three dimensions one does not have
a divergent density of states and there the result
is"
f0+ C2((() —(d m(n) (4.40)
ff we accept Eq. (4.39), we see that the first term
of Eq. (4. 36) vanishes. Dimensional analysis,
taking p(&u)- ((d —&u „) /2 from Eq. (4. 39), leads to
the estimate
pl/2 (4.41)
+ Q Fi C„Cn Cn C„&+P~ r i Cn Cn~& Cn~& CageY'. t t ~ t t
tf
+ P „~Cff C„1C„g C„g + )CJ ~ C„C„+1C„4.1 C„~
(4.42)
%'e take the unperturbed single-particle spectrum
to be
E(k) = Z() —Z'cosk (4.43)
We will ignore the terms in c(, and p„since
they can have no effect in the T- ~ limit. In other
words, we take the potential to have a matrix ele-
ment,
V zQ, i()') = T+ 2(Z' cori cosp' (4.44)
in the notation of Eq. (3.14). For t'= —'„ this model
indicating momentum space exclusion.
We now consider a more general interaction in
one dimension. However, to avoid becoming im-
mersed in the technical details of a general argu-
ment, we give here a simple treatment from which
the main physical results are apparent. We con-
sider the case of a lattice gas with nearest-neighbok
interactions and a hard-core repulsion, for which
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is the exciton gas of Eq. (3.15), while for $ = —1,
the model reproduces the spin- —,' Heisenberg fer-
ro magnet.
We now construct the t matrix which is found, as
in Sec. III, by solving Eq. (3.10). To this end we
write V, 6, and t in the form
(u~=2EO+ —J (o! +g ), (4. 54a)
and in particular for $ & —1, a bound state appears
below the continuum even for zero total momentum.
Equation (4. 53) gives the bound-state energy cps as
V(p, p') =~ V(, V((p) V, (p'),
G(p p') =~ G~$ 9 ((p) P/(p'),
i(p p')=~ «Jv&(p)m, (p')
(4. 45a)
(4.45b)
(4. 45c)
COg = (d~g~+ J (Q+ $)1 2 (4. 54b)
p(&o;k, 1;k, 1) A 5(&o- vs). (4. 55)
The spectral weight function p then has a bound-
state contribution
where p, (p) = 1 and p, (p) = M2 cosp. Thus the po-
tential. is represented by the matrix
0 qZ' (4.46)
The propagator has a matrix representation ob-
tainable from Eq. (3.21) as
where
2J'x (I —x) &2/x J'(I —t )
(4. 48)
v 2txJ'(I —r)
aD
D = 1 -'~ (1 —r)$xQ (4. 49)
We wish to study the value of t near threshold,
i.e. , for ~-co &„ i.e. , for x- —n. Thus we set
x= —n+&u and evaluate to(sr)=t(&u „+2J'ur; &X, —,'K).
Thus we set P =p'=0 and have that
io(~)= Z Z t„(x= —o.+~)y, (0)p, (0).
f =1s 2 j"-ls 2
In the limit +-0, we find that
io(C&) 2J in co '-, g+o. eo
1 I I
t, (k) - —2J'~, $ + o. = 0.
(4. 5o)
(4. 51a)
(4. 5lb)
To complete the discussion we consider possible
effects due to bound states, the condition for which is
D=0. (4. 52)
Analysis of this condition shows that D=O if l g I
l(f&e and
x =—(n'+ ('), (4. 53)
~(t-r)
~(1—r) 2x (1 —r) (4. 4V)—v2
tX 0
where now x=(v —4J)/2J'. In the T- ~ limit, we
find that
i= V(1- GV)
xo+ y
with
3CO
—2JZN„
(5. I)
(5. 2)
where ~„ is the number of excitons on the pgth site
and
V=2J'Z gp ~ S2„,g (5. 3)
n
A convenient prescription for constructing an
effective Hamiltonian for a degenerate manifold is
described by Messiah. ' There it is shown that the
eigenvalues of the degenerate manifold a, corre-
sponding to an unperturbed energy E,, are deter-
mined by the generalized eigenvalue equation which
we write in the form
For the discussion of g~, „as k-0, we thus dis-
tinguish three regimes: $& —1, g= —1, and (& —1.
For all these cases one has to(0) =0, so that
i{2E(k), k, k) =0. Thus we need consider only the
integral in Eq. (4. 36). For $ & —1, as is the case
for excitons with m = 2, we have from Eq. (4. 51a)
that p(&u)-(ar —v „) i independent of $, and the
argument leading to Eq. (4. 41) holds. For g = —1,
i.e. , for spin waves, we have the result given in
Eq. (4. 51b), so that p(&o)/(~ —~ „)-0as ~- ~ „,
and as a result g~ ~ does not become large at low
temperatures. For $ & —1, the bound-state con-
tribution to p(e) given in Eq. (4. 55) dominates the
integral of Eq. (4. 36) and g~, „-e~'"n~" "~' becomes
large at low temperatures, since e~ & e~„. If
also ~~ & 0, then the system is unstable relative
to formation of bound pairs of excitations.
V. PERTURBATION THEORY IN J'/J
A. Formalism
The objective of this section is to study the ef-
fects of the nonsecular terms on the exciton disper-
sion relation. The most convenient way to do this
is to use perturbation theory in the parameter
(J'/J). For this purpose we construct an effective
Hamiltonian for the single-exciton manifold of
states which is correct to third order in (J'/J) —=j'.
To do this we write the Hamiltonian for D= A=0 in
the form
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det~ W. +(E.'-~)II,
~
=0, (5.4)
&, «=E, I++ ~ w g (5. 5)
If we keep only those terms in the perturbation
series for V, and ff; which are required to con-
struct X,« to third order in (J'/J) -=j', we then
have
where W, and K, are given by a perturbation series
series. Thus the effective Hamiltonian for the
space a is
v= o&Z(&„+ T„) (I„,g —T..g) . (5. 18)
Here H. c. denotes the Hermitian conjugate of the
preceding factor.
Explicit expressions for the V„'s are most easily
obtained by writing
„= Sq„+ S~„1, (5. 12a)
T„=83„—83 (5. 12b)
so that
1 —P,Z =P I-V 'V". P
a
(5. 6a) We write
&n= do n dO, n (5. 14a)
Ea=E, —H0 (5. 7)
Using this prescription, we construct H,«correct
to third order in Vas
a a a
1 —P, j. 1 —P,
—
—,VPV, ' V--. V ' VP, V+ P.
a a
+E,'I. (5. 8)
We now specialize to the exciton problem and
note the simplifying feature that K, given by Eq.
(5. 2), produces equally spaced eigenvalues. Hence
we classify terms in V according to the number of
excitons they create:
v-=Z v„, (5. 9)
where
[X„V„]= 2nZV„ (5. 10)
and, of course, P, VP, = V0 is the secular part of
V. The integer n in Eq. (5.9) will be shown to be
confined to the range —2 &n & 2. Use of Eqs. (5. 9)
and (5. 10) enables us to write X,« in the following
way:
1 1
X~ff = Vo + 2~ [Vg V-g] + 4 [Vo V o]
+ & {[V„[V„V,]]+H.c.]
+ 82do l[vo, [Vo, Vo]]+H. c.]
+ o {[V»[V, , V o]]+ H. c.] . (5. 11)1
1-P 1 —P, 1 —P,
W, =P, V+V ' V+V 'V ' V
a a a
1 —Pa 1 —Pa
— vs'.v, ' v- r & ' vs'. v+" ) z. ,a a
(5. 6b)
where P, is the projection operator for the mani-
fold g and
T~ = —d 1,„+d1~
so that
(V o)' = Vo = —~o J' Z (- I)™d, „d
n&m
(V g)t = Vg = ——,' 8 Z (- 1) c d„,„s~,
n, m, fy
(5. 14b)
(5. 14c)
(5. 15a)
(5. 15b)
Vo= —,'Z' Z(-dt „d„, , —dt, „„d„,„+$„"8„,",(-1) ),
(5. 15c)
where m ranges over the values —1, 0, and 1; o
over the values —1 and 1; and n indexes the unit
cells. The operators appearing in Eq. (5. 15) are
defined as
dt, „=ct, „(1 N„), -
(en ) Sn C1 h O, n+ O, n -1,n ti1 f 1
0g„—Cg „Cj.
oyer
—C 1„C g~„y
and they obey the commutation relations
[d ~ „,, d„,„]-5„,„,[c',„(I N„)c~ „-
+c.' „c„.„(1-N„) -(1-N„)'5„. .],
[I„i, d, „]=5„,„.A„, .c,„.,„(1 N„), -
where
A11=A0 0 —A 1 1=0,
(5. 16a)
(5. 16b)
(5. 16c)
(5. IVa)
(5. IVb)
(5. 18a)
(1-N„)'= 1-N„, (5. 19b)
(5. 19c)
and so forth.
A
B. Calculation up to Second Order in j'
Within the manifold of one-exciton states, the
term which is first order in V, denoted K,f f 1 is
simply
+1
~
0 +1o-1 Og 1 0 1 -1
~
1 -1 0 1 ~
(5. 18b)
In the following, we restrict ourselves to the single-
exciton manifold. For such states one has
(5. 19a)
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1
eff &1 ~ I ~m&n m&n+a y
mynqfy
+ ef f, 1 J ~ COSkCm ~Cm
m pA,'
(5. 20a)
(5. 2Ob)
in agreement with the well-known results.
The terms which are second order in V, denoted
ef f
(J/J ~)K,«, [, =— Z Z ao '[d~,„S„~,d s, „sS„,~,](—1) +—Z Z (-1) ' [d,„d,„,&, d .,„sd .,„.„j
(5. as)
Expanding the commutators and keeping only nonzero terms, we have
(J/J' )K„,,a=— 5 Z ( —1) 'gc'{d „[8„,d, „„]I„,'„,, +dt „d,„,[s„„,s „,', ]0
mynyfy m yG
+[d,„,d, „]&„~k &„„+d,,„„[d,„,&„',] 3„„]+16 Z (-1) ' fdt, „[d. ,„„,d, ,„„]od
m
~
mean
+d~ „d, „[dt „„d,,„„]+[dt,„, d, ,„]d,„„dt „„+d,„., [d „, d .,„]d~ „„). (5 22)
In Eq. (5. 22) since we are considering only the one-exciton manifold, we need take only the projection onto
the ground state of the commutators with superscripts 0. Thus we find that
(J/J")X„, , =— Z (-1) '( —5, . „"„„„+d.,„[d',„,s„']s„.,j+— Z (-1) ' '
mmmm sioyn m ~ms&n
x( —& c,~c~,„oz —6~,~.c„„c~„—[5~,~,(I —N„) —c „c 8 „]5~, ~ (1 —No&) 5„, ~-sc,„,|c ~ „&).
(5. as)
A short calculation leads to the result
)jeff,2 16 N+ + tts, kcm, -))
my&
x (- 8 ——,'cosk —Bcos2k) .
C. Third&rder Result and Discussion
(5. 24)
Collecting the results of Eqs. (5. 20), (5. 24),
and (5. 26) we arrive at the following expansion for
the exciton energy:
E (k)/2J=(1 —~j ' +~aj '~) (~j'+ —,' j-' -~~' j'~)cosk
—(5i5fj'2+~~' j")cosak-~ j"cos3k, (5.27a)
The evaluation of the terms of order J' /J' in
the dispersion relation is performed via a similar,
but more tedious, calculation which is given in
detail in Appendix D. Here we summarize the cal-
culation by giving the results for the various terms
appearing in Eq. (5. 11):
[V „[Vo, V,]]= (~ J') Z ct,)]c,)2(4cosk+4cosak),
(5. 25a)
[)c„[)c,);]]= (—'3')'( —8)c+ E cs, c
mik
s(12 8cosk —8cos2k —kcos3k)), (8. 255)
[ V„[V„V,]]= —(-,' J')' Z c„,, c,),(4cosk+ 4cos2k) .
(5.25c)
Using these evaluations we obtain the third-order
contribution to X,« in Eq. (5. 11) as
c~
—3'" P'
&enss 648 + 32J—3 ~ c~s))c~s)2m~P
x(3+ 2cosk —2cos2k —cos3k) . (5. 26)
which can be written in the form
E (k)/2J= (1+$j")—(-,'j'+-',j"-&64j")cosk
—(&j'3+$j'~) cos~k —~j'~cos3k. (5. 27b)
The bandwidth ~ when J'«J is then given as
rkE=E (v) —E (0) =2J''(1+[', j' -$j' ) . (5.28)
Using Eqs. (5. 24) and (5.26) we obtain the ground-
state energy to third order in (J'/J') as
(Eo/NJ)= —2 id" ()4i"+''' ~- (5. 29)
Several remarks should be made about these re-
sults. It may be of interest to compare Eq. (5. 27)
with what one would get by expanding the linear
exciton result of Eq. (2. 12):
E„(k)/2J= I -
~
j' cosk —',j ' cosak —$-j'Scos~k+
(5. so)
Thus, harmonic-exciton theory gives the coeffi-
cient of cos"k correct to leading order in j ', as can
be proved by general arguments. Our results for
E„(k) differ from those of Ref. 8, but since those
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z, 3 3 -. )2 1
NJ 2 16 1 —4 j' (5. 31)
do not agree with Eq. (5. 30) as to the coefficient
of (j' cosk)", they are clearly incorrect.
Finally, note that even for J'/j'=-,', the terms
in the above series decrease rapidly in magnitude,
indicating that further terms may not be important
for [j'/j~ —,'. The magnitudes of successive terms
we find is not inconsistent with Brinkman's result'
mentioned earlier, that perturbation theory for
short chains converges for I j'/j[ & l. In fact, a
rather crude extrapolation for the series for the
ground-state energy for j'= j' (i. e. , j'=1) can be
obtained by writing Eg. (5. 29) as
The question of the appropriateness of localized
statistics in one dimension is studied in a general
way. For a hard-core interaction with repulsive
or weakly attractive dynamical interactions local-
ized statistics are shown to obtain at low tempera-
tures. For strongly attractive interactions the
two-particle properties are dominated by bound
states which no independent-particle statistics can
describe. At the boundary between these two re-
gimes only small interference effects occur and
Bose statistics are appropriate. Spin waves in a
Heisenberg ferromagnet exemplify this latter case.
We have also calculated the single-exciton dis-
persion relation to order (j'/j)~ and find
For j' = 1, this form gives
Eo/Nj = —2 —4 = —l. 75,
which is rather close to the exact value
(5. 32)
E„(k)= (2J+ 5J"/32J ) —(J'+J' /22J- ~' /32J ) cosy
—(j'~/4 j+J' "/Bj~) cos'k —(J'~/Bj ) cos'k, (6. 1)
which yields an exciton bandwidth
Eo/Nj= —l. 77 . (5. 33) 2JI +Jt2/J Jt3/IBJ2 (6. 2)
(Note that the chain has 2N' spins. ) This argument
encourages us to attempt to extrapolate E (k) to
larger values of j'. Since for the uniform anti-
ferromagnet it is E2(k) which is analytic in cosk,
we have expressed our results as a series for it:
I.E (0)/2J]'=I-j' 2i"+ gi-"+ ~
Since we know that E(0) =0 for j'= I, we write
(5. 34)
[E (o)/2J]'= (I -j') C 9'),
where
C(j') =I 2j"—i'si "+—" ~
(5. 35)
(5.36)
We have calculated the susceptibility of the al-
ternating linear Heisenberg antiferromagnet as a
function of temperature at low exciton density.
This work essentially justifies the use of localized
statistics, according to which
This series for C (j') may provide a good approxi-
mation for E„(0)for fairly large values of j'.
VI. CONCLUSION
A similar expansion for the ground-state energy
is given in Eg. (5. 29). The magnitude of succes-
sive terms in these expressions is consistent with
a radius of convergence J'/J= 1. Thus, these
results may be useful for the case of tetramethyl-
phenylenediamine-tetracyanoquinodimethan (TMPD)-
(TCNQ), where J'/J may be of order —,'." Further-
more we have given extrapolations of some of our
results into the region J)-J.
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&gJ' cosh
Sg cask (2. 5a)
APPENDIX A: USE OF BETHE'S ANSATZ
since our result is almost identical to what one
would find by expanding Eg. (2. 5a) in powers of
p. The appropriateness of localized statistics
is due to the fact that two excitons coupled into a
total-spin-2 or total-spin-1 state interact repul-
sively. On the other hand, for total spin 0, the
interactions are attractive and an attractive bound
state occurs for all values of total momentum. Al-
though these attractive bound states do not affect the
susceptibility, they could be observed via a light
scattering experiment. It would be interesting if
our calculations could be verified in this way.
I n„)n (Al)
with n, &n~. Bethe's ansatz is to look for a solution
to the Schrodinger equation of the form
g(k„ka) = Z (e'"~"&'~&"&'+Ae" ~"2'"2"&')
~
n„n~),
ng& no
(A2a)
In this Appendix we show how the use of Bethe's
ansatz' leads to a convenient eigenvalue condition
in the case m = 2. This formalism has been in-
vestigated in Ref. 3 to which the reader is referred
for more details. For m = 2, we specify the two-
exciton states by
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P(k), ka)= ~ c(ni, n2)ln) n2)
n1& n2
(A2b)
Translational invariance dictates that E = k, + k2
= 2vn/N. We set
E.(P).
The bound-state condition is obtained by looking
for a solution with complex P. Assume that
Imp &0. Then Eq. (A12) in the limit N ~ becomes
k1= 2K+P,
k2= 2K-P,
(Asa)
(A3b) or
cosP + i sinp = —2cos 2K
e'~ = —2cos-,' E.
(Alsa)
(A13b)
and the first Brillouin zone can be considered to be
0 &K&2m,
—
~&P &m.
(A4a)
(A4b)
Further, we also have periodicity in the sense
that
c(n„n, ) = c(n„n, + N) . (A6)
It is this relation which is improperly handled in
Eq. (10) of Ref. 6, and which invalidates that treat-
ment. From Eq. (A5) and using that e'"""«2'
=e' =1, we obtain A=e '. 1. Thus
/
c(n„n ) = e'& ')+ "«2' «~e+'&" '2+ «) "2"' (As)
Now we substitute this ansatz into the Schro-
dinger equation. We note that if n2 —n, &1, then
(K- 4 J') ln„n«)
= —«z' Z (ln, +o, n, )+ l „n,n+)e), (A7a)
Xg(k), ka) =E~(p)g(k„k«). (AS)
In configurations with n2 —n, & 1 Eq. (A7a) yields
E„(p)+Z' cosk, +J'coska = 0 (A9a)
Er(p) = —2 Z' cos —,' Kcosp . (A9b)
For configurations with n« —n, = 1, Eq. (A7b) yields
( «Z ' —E) c(n, n+ 1)= «J '[c(n —1, n+ 1)+c(n, n+ 2)]
(Alo)
or, by Eqs. (As) and (A9b),
( +cosk +cosk )(et(«)n+«ani«a) ef(«an+«)n+«)-E«)))
+ee~ ~~1" ~1+~2"+~2 e~ ~1"+~2n+2A2)
2" «2+«1n «1 +«1 + e~~«a"+«1n+ «1 «) ) (All)
We may simplify this to the form
»nP e.&'» —1
cosP + . ,„&«.ez) = —2 cos-, K, (A12)i e ' +1
which agrees with Ref. 3, where only the ground
state was considered. For a given value of E,
this relation gives the solution for P and hence for
whereas the case n2 —n, =1 yields
(X- 4 Z ——,' J'')
l n, n 1)
= —«J'(l n 1, n+1)+ ln, n+2)). (A7b)
We now study
APPENDIX B: SOLUTION FOR THE m =0 t MATRIX
In this Appendix we give some details of the so-
lution for the m =0 t matrix. If the two excitons
in the intermediate state in Eq. (3.39) correspond
to n' = 0, then D will not appear in the energy denomin-
ator. Then we may define a reduced energy variable.
xo
—= (z —4J)/2Z' . (Bla)
For the case n" = 1, it is convenient to define
x, = (s —4J- 2D)/2J' . (Blb)
Correspondingly, and in analogy with Eq. (3. 23),
we define
~n = (1 —a'/x')"' (B2)
The odd-parity scattering, described by I"00 in
Eq. (3.40), leads to
Fpp = 2 0 (2Q —x) + x))')) (B3)
For the even-parity scattering it is clear that Eq.
(3. 40) will lead to a set of inhomogeneous linea, r
equations to determine the coefficients A"'", etc.
/
The derivation of these equations is straightfor-
ward, so we give only the result.
r
2Z'(y
A ' 0
A)01 p
A' p
g10 p
M 00
F00 2' @
a»
F01 p
@01 gt
10C . 0
@10' u'
C00 2Z'
D" 0
where M is the matrix
(B4a)
(B4b)
(B4c)
(B4d)
Since ImP &0, we see that a bound state occurs
only for ) cos & E ) & 2. Then
E„(p)= —2 8' cos-,' Kcosp = —,' J'(I+ 4cos'-,' K), (A14)
in accord with Eq. (3. 25).
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1 —TIp/2J' —nI,' —TI',/2I' —nI,
1 —ar1+~ I2
—-I12 2
go
1 —TIo/2Z' —nI, —TI /2Z' —nI
1-aI',
s
Im N-) g «s I/
~" x +acosp»
Explicit expressions for the I„'s can be obtained
from E(l. (3.21), e. g. , Ip= (xprp) etc The so-
lutions to E(l. (B4) are conveniently formulated
by giving the matrix M ':
( T
'
—x,(r, —1)1---
2Z'x, a&r,z,
x,x()(r, —1)(r()—1)
a xp'yh3
- xo(ro -1)
Q 7'P'0+
x,xp(r, —1)(rp —1) T ' —xp(r() —1)[2n —x,(r, —1)]
2a Lt'p'0 1 p2(J xo 2a hyp'o
-x,(r, —1)
2a hy1ro
2n'- x,(r, —1)
2a 4t'1ro
(as)
Note that T enters the result in an appropriate way:
The bound state of two excitons on the same site
occurs at an energy independent of j' and the con-
tinuum is unaffected by T,
The bound-state condition ls that M be singu-
lar. In addition to the trivial case of two excitons,
on the same site, this condition is simply
ln general this condition is rather complicated,
and we have not analyzed it in detail; For the
case D = 0, the condition 5, = 0 is equivalent to
xp('rp l)=2 n +2 n ~
The choice of the lower sign gives E(l. (3. 2V)
apart from a trivial shift of energy due to the ex-
ternal field. For the upper sign one finds the solu-
tion
x, = ——,' (1+n') .
In other words, for m=0, for all values of the
total momentum there is an attractive bound state
below the continuum. This state is shown in Fig. 2. ,
APPENDIX C: ANALYSIS OF A
We wish to reduce A, to a sum of two- (or less)
dimensional integrals. We write
da P' dy
c (1 2)1/2 I (l 2)1/2
&1
(1 ya)l /2
x dy, Z E((r, y, n), (Cl)+ a & i"-1 23
"1
where
C (n, r) = 3e-~'""'"[5(2n+r)'+ r'-1]v-2 (C2)
and the j', 's are the terms in the final bracket of
E(l. (4. 23). Following Bloomfield)s suggestion, '2
we consider the integral. s I;:
da dy
(1 2)i/2 (1 2)i/2 @(n r)
%1
ay dy (1-y ')'" F((r y n) (&3)
where (1-y 2)' is defined like r in E(l. (3. 23) for
a=i. The contour C, shown in Fig. 6, surrounds
the branch cut in (1 —y 2)' but not the simple pole
at yp ——(1+4na)/4n. Now deform the contour C
into the contour C,, shown in Fig. 6. It canbe
shown that the contribution from the circle of radi-
us e at y = -y vanishes in the limit c -0. Hence
dy
( (1 2)) /2 (1 2)1/2
"1
/ -)-e 1 dy(1 ya)1/2
X I + 2 &~ y y, e
"1 a/+6
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Yp
[5(2m+ y)'+ y'-1]
(r+ y )'t'
1 d
~-48J-28J ey y2 1/2
1 (c7)
To do the y integral we use the following evaluaaa
tions which are valid for complex y:
f dy(1 2)1 /2 (C8a)
y
~
~~
~~
~
~
~
~
I
~
~
~
~
~
I
1
(1 r')'-" ' ' y(1-y')'" '
1
1 (
(1 r2)1 /2 y r ( 2 1)(1 -2)1/2
(C8b)
, (C8c)
FIG. 6. The contours in the complex y plane C(top) and
C'(bottom) used to evaluate the integral of Eq. (C3). The
branch cut, shown as the saw-tooth line in the upper dia-
gram, is omitted for clarity in the lower diagram. In
the lower diagram the two semicircular arcs of radius q
surrounding y =-y are shown.
so that
(c5)
f ~123
Note that for I, as defined in Eq. (C3) the inte-
grand has no significant singularities on the con-
tour. (The singularities at &2 = 1 or y= 1 are irrele-
vant in this context. ) We therefore can inter-
change the order of the y and y integrations at will.
For i=2 and i=3 we do the y integrals first and
use the principal-value representation of Eq. (C4).
Then the evaluations of Eq, (4. 25) apply and we
obtain
1 13 dQ
-48J'+28 J's ey
2 22 (1 2)l/2 (1 r2)1/2
1 as 1
x, , [5(2a p y)'+ y 1]4+0 + Qy
x[-,' &2y+ —,'+ (&2 ——,') e(l —4&2 ) ], (C6a)
1 1
I =— dQ dy -48 J+28J'e y3 22 (I 2)1/2 (1 2)1/2
"1 "1
t4 '-1l [5(2&2+y)'+ y' —1] . (C6b)1 + 4&2 + 4&2r
For i= 1 we use the representation of Eq. (C3)
and do the y integral first;
3 d&2 iy dy (1 —y ')'/2(1-~2)1/2»+4 '-4 y
as 1 C
where the radical is defined as above. Thus we
obtain
3 ' da ' idy y (1 —y 2)'/2
2 (1- n')'/' 2 1+ 4&x2 —4a.y
-1 C
—12y+ 20&2 5(2&2 —y)2+ y —1
+ y(1 -2)1/2 + ( 2 1)(1 -2)1/2
The result is then
e-48J-28 Js e~ (c9)
~48JI 15 d~1 (1 2)1/2
18 d(y
P (1 2)1 /2
dX(1 g ) 22gs a&
1+4(yx+ 4~
APPENDIX D: EVALUATION OF THIRD-ORDER TERMS
IN THE SINGLE-EXCITON DISPERSION RELATION
Referring to Eq. (5. 11) we see that a third-or-
der calculation requires the construction of 8„
= [V2, [V&), V2]]. The ground-state matrix ele-
ment of,6„ is simply
(o I 6„I o& = (o I v- v v I o)
inasmuch as V&)I0) =0. Using Eq. (5. 15) for V2 we
have that
&&)~IS I&)) = lV'&&)~l V.,V, (Z )1, ; —1, ss))
(D1)
—)O, ;D, s+1)+
~
—1, s;1, s 1)), &DS)
where
I m, n; m', n') =- c1 „c1.„.I 0); this notation
will later be generalized in the obvious way. Note
(C10)
The first term in the final bracket of Eq. (C9)
yields the two-dimensional integral in Eq. (Clo),
the second term vanishes, and the third term,
having simple pole at y = + 1, yields the one-dimenaa
sional integral. It is this latter contribution which
is very easy to lose, if one attempts to interchange
principal-value integrations in an ill-defined way.
Combining the results of Eqs. (C6) and (Clo)
yields Eq. (4. 26) of the text.
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that Vo as given in Eq. (5. 15c) has two kinds of
terms. The first term, which causes excitations
to hop from site to site, can be dropped because
it creates states which do not intersect (Ol Vo.
Including only the effect of the second term in Eq.
(5. 15c) we have
&01&.10& =(-'J')'«IV-. Z-211 n -1 n+»
n
~ 2 ] 0, n; 0, n+ 1) —2 [ —1, n; 1, n s 1)), (DSs)
(0 le„l 0) = - Sx(-,' J')' . (D3b)
Now we consider the effect of e„on a one-exci-
ton state. Due to the rotational invariance of the
Hamiltonian, we only need to study the effect of 6„
on an (42 = 1) exciton. Also, effectively we have
&„= Vo[Vo, V,], because V, l 1, n) =0. Since Vo
creates pairs of excitons on adjacent sites, we
have
VoVoVzl 1, n) = (—,' J ) VzVo Z (11, n'; —1, n'+1; 1, n)-10, n'; 0, n'+1; 1, n)+ I —1, n'; 1, n'+1;1, n)) .
n' &n+&
Next we compute that
V z VoVz = (2 J')o V o 5 Q (-1)"(211, n; m, n'; —m, n'+ 1)+ I 1, n-1; m, n'; - m, n'i 1)
n'&n4p m
n'& n-3
(D4)
+ 11, n+ 1; m, n'; —m, n'+ 1)+ 11, n; m, n'- 1; —m, n'+1)+ 11, n; m, n'; —m, n'+ 2))
+ (—,' J') V zQ (- 1) (11, n —1; m, n+ 1; —m, n+ 2)+ 11, n; m, n+ 1; —m, n+ 3)
+
I 1, n+1; m, n —1; —m, n —2) + 11, n; m, n-l, - m, n —3))
+ (io J' ) V z(- 311, n; —1, n+ 1; 1, n+ 2)+ 211, n; 0, n+ 1; 0, n+ 2)- 10, n; 1, n+ 1; 0, n+ 2)
-11, n; 1, n+1; —1, n+2)+10, n; 0, n+1, 1, n+2)-311, n; -1,n-1; 1, n-2)+211, n; 0, n —1; 0, n —2)
10, n; l, n 1;0,-n 2) 11-nil " li 1 " 2)+10, n;0, n —1;l, n-2)), (D5)
which finally leads to the evaluation
VoV()Vol 1, n) = (o J')o[(-SN+12) I 1, n)+ (- 3K+9)(11,n+1)+11, n —1))
—4(11, n+2)+11, n —2)) —3(11,n+3)+11, n —3))l. (DS)
Likewise we have
V-oVoVoli n&=(oJ') V-oVo(- ll, n-»- ll n+1)).
VzVoVol 1, n) = (2J') Vz Q (- 11, n'; —1, n'+1; 1, n —1)+10,n'; 0, n'+1; 1, n —1)
n'&n
n'&n-3
(D7a)
—
I
—1, n'; 1, n +1; l, n —1))+ P (-11,n'; —1, n'+1; 1, n+1)
n'2sn4 p
n' 4n-1
+10, n'; 0, n'+1; 1, n+1) —1-1,n'; 1, n'+1; 1, n+1)), (D7b)
Vo Vo Vo I 1, n& = (-.J')'[(- »+ 5)(l 1, n+»+ I 1, n- ») - I 1, n+»- I 1, n- »].
Combining Eqs, (DS) and (D7c) we may write
[V-as [Voi Vo]] llin) =4J )'[(-6&+12)I»n)
+4(ll, n+1&+ 11,n —1&) 4(ll, n+2&+11 n 2)) 2(ll, n+3)+ 11, n —3&)],
and in view of Eq. (D3b) we can express Eq. (DSa) as
[V.s, [Vs, Vs]]=(-', i ) (-61V+ Z c,c„(12+Scosk—Scos2k —4cos22}j .mok
(D7c)
(DSa)
(DSb)
A. BROOKS HABHIB
Note that V & can destroy an exciton only if two neighboring sites are occupied. This fact implies that we
can drop those terms in Vo causing exciton hopping. Thus,
V, V, V, Ii, n&=(-,'Z')'V, (fo, n-i; l, n&- ll. , n-l; o, n& —lo, n+1; l., n&+ ll, n+1; o, n&), (D10a)
Next we study Oa —= [V „[Vo, V& ]]. Since none of these operators have nonzero matrix elements connect-
ing to the ground state, we have effectively that ea = V, [Uo, V& ]. As before, we evaluate &a acting on
I 1, n) .We have that
ViVoV~ li, n&=(-'~')ViVo(li, n-i; 0, n&-I0 -1; l, n) -ll, n+1; o, n)+lo, n+1; l, n)). (»)
V g Vo Vg I 1, n & = —(—,
' Z ) (2 I 1, n+ 1) + 4 I 1, n & + 2 I 1, n —1) ) .
The other telm 1n ~g 1s
V g Vg Vo I 1, n) = (-,' J') V g V~ ( —I 1, n —1) —I 1, n+ 1)),
V~&iVo ll, n&=(-'~)'Vi(- Il, n-2; 0, n-l)+ I0, n-2; l, n-l)+ Il, n; 0 n-1) —lo, n; l, n-l)
(D10b)
(Dlla. )
—ll, n; 0, n+»+ l0, n; l, n+1)+ l»n+2; 0, n+1) —10, n+2; l, n+»» (D»b)
V~Vi Vo I 1, n& = -2(-'~)'(l l, n -2&+2 I 1, n - »+2 I 1, n&+211, n+»+ I 1, n+2& ) .
Combining Eqs. (D10) and (Dll) we have that
[V- »V. V ]] l»n&=(-'&')'(2 l»n-2&+2 l»n-»+2 l»n+»+2 li, n+2&),
so that, for one or fewer excitons we may write
[V, , [Vo, V, l]=(-,'8')o Q ct,~c,, (4cosk+4cos2k) .
(Dllc)
Finally, we evaluate ec = [V, , [V, , V o]]. Since V, does not connect to the ground state, we have effec-
tively that &c = V g V g Vo. Also~ in computing oc I l~ n&, we need only consider the terms where Vo creates
excitons next to the nth site. Other states created by V3 will. be annihilated by V & V &. Hence
e ll, &=n(-, p)V, V, (ll, n2; —l, n —1; l, n) —I0, n 2;0, n 1;l, n)+I 1, „2 1,„11 „)
+Il n 1 .+1 -1"+»-Il . 0, n+1'0 n+»+Il n -1 .+1;1,.+») (D14a)
nell, »&=(l~') V, (-ll, n-2;0, n-l)-ll, n+1;0, n+»+Io n+1'l, n+»+lo, n-2*1 n-»»
e, ll, &n= (2-,'P)-'(ll, n 2)+ ll, n 1&+ Il,-n+1&+ ll, -n+2&) .
(D14b)
(D14c)
Thus we may write
[V, , I. V&, Vz]]= —(—,' J')oZ ct oc„„o(4cosk+4cos2k).
mph (D15)
The results of Eels. (DBb), (D13), and (D15) are
Eqs. (5.25).
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In this work the decay of correlation in the d-dimensional Ising model is studied at low
temperatures as a function of dimensionality of the lattice and magnetic field h. Except for the special
case of the two-dimensional zero-field nearest-neighbor lattices, the decay of correlation verifies the
Ornstein-Zernike prediction G»{R)= D»{d, h)R ~" '~~ e ' . For the two-dimensional zero-field
case, the Ornstein —Zernike form is replaced by the "anomalous" form G»(R)-D»R 'e " . This
"anomalous" result is shown to arise from the peculiarities of the spectrum of the transfer matrix in
this case and is replaced by the Ornstein-Zernike result when further-neighbor forces are present. The
results presented herein agree with the previously obtained exact results for the zero-field
two-dimensional Ising model.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the first two papers of this series ' (here-
after referred to as I and II, respectively) the
transfer-matrix approach to classical statistical
mechanics was developed in a general framework
and applied to a study of the decay of pair correla-
tion functions in the d-dimensional Ising model at
high temperatures. It was found that an arbitrary
pair correlation function defined on the system
decays as
Gzo(R) —= (5L (r)5Q (r+ R))
= (A +A,R '+ .)R" " 'e
+ (Bo+B&R + ~ ~ ~ )R~e ~+ ~ ~ ~, (1.1)
where A.„and B„factor as C„(L)C„(Q)and D„(L)D„(Q),
respectively. If L is an operator composed of an
odd number of closelyspaced spins, the coefficients
C„(L) tend to a finite limit as the magnetic field h
tends to zero, while the coefficients D„(L ) tend to
zero. On the other hand, if L is composed of an
even number of such spins, the coefficients D„(L)
remain finite and the coefficients C„(L) tend to
zero as It, tends to zero. The first series of
terms corresponds to the Ornstein-Zernike (OZ)
result, while the second series is the leading
correction to it.
G (%)-R-' -e (1.3)
which does not verify the OZ prediction. However,
(1.3) has the form of the first-correction term
to the OZ result in (1.1) if 2K is replaced by rc.
The OZ term in (1.1) arises from the single-par-
ticle band of the transfer-matrix spectrum, and
the second term arises from the two-particle
band. Thus, one is tempted to speculate that
(1.3) reflects the absence of effects due to single-
In this paper the analysis of such correlation
functions is extended to the d-dimensional Ising
model at low temperatures. This problem is both
more interesting and more difficult than the high-
temperature analysis —more interesting because
one is able to treat the spontaneously ordered
system, more difficult because of the increased
complexity of the transfer-matrix spectrum at low
temperatures. Indeed, a major impetus for this
work was the interest in understanding the "anom-
alous" decay of correlation in the two-dimensional
model below the critical point. That is, whereas
at high temperatures the spin-pair correlation
function Ge(K) decays as
G (Q) R-1/ 2e -rcR
in agreement with the OZ hypothesis, ' at low
temperatures it is found that '
